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1. INTRODUCTION 
R. Askey, in his contribution to these proceedings, emphasized unitary map-
pings 
L 2(interval) ~ L 2(discrete set) 
or 
L 2( dhcrete set)~ L 2( discrete set) 
with hypergeometric orthogonal polynomial kernel More generally, one might 
consider unitary mappings 
L 2(interval) ~ L 2(interval) 
with hypergeometric function kernel As an example consider the Hankel 
transform pall-
00 
g{A)= ff (t)J ,.('/..t)t dt, 
0 (1.1) 
00 
f (t)= f g(A)J ,.{At}AdA, 
0 
where 
(1.2) 
denotes a Bessel function. A well-known formula (cf. [7, 8.9 (3)D states that 
where 
co _.!,. J t"e 2 L,."(t2)J ,.(M )t dt 
0 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
_.l,2 
denotes a Laguerre polynomial. The functions t1-+t"e 2 L,." (t2), n =0,1,2, ... , 
form a complete orthogonal basis of L 2(R +, t dt) and they are eigenfunctions 
for the Hankel transform with eigenvalues (-1)". 
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Another important, but more complicated example of a unitary transform 
with hypergecmetric function kernel is given by the Fourier-Jacobi transform, 
cf. for instance [10] or the survey [11]. It involves the Jacobi function 
q,J_aJIJ(t): =2F1(f(a+ ,8+ l +i:\),f(a+,8+ 1-il\);a+ l;-sh2t). (1.5) 
Note that 
«Pl~+a+p+1)(i6)=2F1(-n,n +a+ ,8+ l;a+ l;sin2U) = (1.6) 
= n ! p (a.ft)( ')Q\ (a+l)n n cos-1 
is a normalized Jacobi polynomial· this explains the terminology. Note the spe-
cial <:ases 
c-.! _l.) 
t/».. 2 ' 2 (t)=cosAt, 
# 0•0l(t) = Pf(iA-l)(ch2t)(Legendre function), 
and tbe limit relation 
lim cpf~·fI>(r- 1 t) = 2"f(a+ IXN)-"J a(At). 
T-+00 
Let 
~a,p(t ): =(2sht)2a+I(2chtf.B+ 1, t >0, 
C ·= 2a+,8+l-iAf(a+l)f(il\) 
a,p(A). rcfU:\+a+,8+ l))fdO:\+a-.B+.1)). 
The Fourier-Jacobi transform f i-+g and its inverse are given by 
co 
g(:\) = f f(t)#a,/I)(t)~,.,p(.t)dt' 
0 
co 
f (t) = (211r 1 f g(A)#".Pl(t)I cafo> 1-v>.., 
0 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(l.10) 
(l.11) 
(1.12) 
where a,,BER, Ip I ..;;a+ I. The pair (1.12) is certainly valid for f eccco (R) 
and even. The transform f i-+g extends to an isometry of L 2-spaces: 
co co J lf(t)J 2~a,p(t)dt = (2'1T)- 1 J lg(A)J 2 Jc .. ,p(A)l-2dX. (1.13) 
0 0 
By (1.7). (1.8), (1.9) the Fourier-Jacobi transform becomes the Fourier-cosine 
transform for a=,8= -f, the Mehler-Fock transform for a=,8=0 and con-
verges to the Hankel transform under suitable changes of I\ and t. 
The present paper will deal with an analogue of (1.3) for the Fourier-Jacobi 
transform. Since the integral kernel in (1.12) is not symmetric in ;\ and t, we 
cannot expect an explicit orthogonal basis consisting of eigenfunctions for the 
Fourier-Jacobi transform. But we can hope for some nice explicit orthogonal 
basis in the t-space which is mapped onto another explicit orthogonal basis in 
the A-space, and with (1.3) as a limit case. A decisive hind for finding such sys-
tems lies in the combination of the two papers Boyer & Ardalan [l] (cf. § 2) 
and Wilson [16) (cf. § 3). I presented the resulting generalization of (1.3) 
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already in (11, (9.4)), but not yet for the most general values of the parameters. 
A next advancement w::i.s made after Mourad Ismail, in August 1984 in Tunis, 
called my attention to the papers Diestler [3) and Broad [2], where an analo-
gous problem is considered for the Whittaker transform. This resulted in sec· 
tions 4 and 5 of this paper. 
A more definitive paper will follow later. Because of space restrictions the 
proofs here will be sketchy or are omitted. 
2. A GROUP lHEORETIC INTERPRETATION 
Let G be the generalized Lorentz group S00{1f1) with closed subgroups 
K:=SO(p) and H:=S{00{lf1-I)>< 0(1)). The groups Kand H have a 
commou closed subgroup M 1:= S(O(p-l)XO(l)) and M 1 has connected 
component M:=SO(p-1). Let G =KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition. 
Here A is a one-parameter group {t1-+a1 }. 
Let 'IT,. (µeR) be the unitary spherical principal series representation of G 
induced by tl:e one-dimensional representation ma1ni-+e1111 of the subgroup 
MAN. Boyer & Ardalan [1] extended the regular representation of H on 
L 2(H / M) to a realization of the representation 'IT,. of G. For convenience, let 
us restrict our discussion to the subspace L 2(M 1 \ H / M) of Mi-invariant 
L 2-functions on H / M. These functions are completely determined by their 
restrictions to a certain one-parameter subgroup B = { i-+bz} of H. In [I], 
L 2(M 1 \ H / M) is decomposed v.ith respect to the 71',.-action of either of the 
subgroups K and H. The action of K yields the orthogonal system 
. I I I 3 I 
-
1r2p+2 <2.-2·-21 _ 2 _ M1b1 Mr+(cht) Pn (1 2th t),n -0,1,2, ... , (2.1) 
where the Jacobi polynomial Pn<a..P>(x), orthogonal on (-1,1) with respect to the 
weight function (1-x )a(I + x f, is defined by (1.6). The action of H yields the 
generalized orthogonal system 
I 3 I (·p-2·-21 M1b,M~ (t), 11.;;a.O, (2.2) 
where the Jacobi function 9>. is defined by (1.5). The integral transform which 
maps basis (2.1) onto basis (2.2) has kernel 
K(A,n) = j(chtr-tp+t Pnct.-f.-t>(l-2th2r) (2.3) 
0 
(l,_1.._l, 
·9>. 2 2 2 (t X2sht y-2dt. 
Boyer & Ardalan [1] evaluated (2.3) as a 4F 3 hypergeometric function of unit 
argument which has the form of a Wilson polynomial of degree n in tll.2, thus 
giving a group theoretic interpretation avant la lettre of Wilson polynomials. 
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3. A CONNECTION BETWEEN JACOBI POLYNOMIALS, JACOBI FUNCTIONS AND 
WILSON POLYNOMIALS 
Wilson polynomials were introduced by Wilson [15], [16). In the notation of 
J. Labelle's poster [12] they are given by 
{3.l) 
[-n,n +a +b +c +d-l,a +ix,a -ix ) 
·
4F 3 a +b,a +c,a +d I l ' 
where n = 0, 1,2,. ... They ar~ symmetE.c in _!lie four parameters a ,b ,c ,d. If 
a,b,c,deR or a,belR, c=d or a=b, c=d and if xe!R then Wn is real-
valued. If, moreover, a ,b,c ,d have p0sitive real parts then the functions 
xi->Wn(x 2) are complete an:l orthogomtl on R+ with respect to the weight 
function 
I 
f(a +ix)f(b +ix)f(c +ix)f(d +ix) 12 
f(2ix) 
The key formula of this pc.per reads as follows: 
00 J (cht )-a-Jl-8-µ- 2 Pn(d)(l --2th2t ')cp{a,/I)(t )A.a,J!(t )dt 
0 
= 
224 +2/l+Ir(o:+ I)(- It r<f(B+J.L+ l +L\))f(f(o+J.L+ 1-0 ..)) 
n !f(f(o:+/3+8+J,L+2)+n )f(I(o:-{3+8+µ,+2)+n) 
· Wn(t>hh8+ J.L+ l),f(8-J.L+ 1),f(o:+/3+ l),f(o:-,8+ 1)), 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where {3,8)...elR, o:,8>-1, 8+ ReJ.L>-1. Then the integral in (3.3) certainly 
absolutely converges. In order to prove (3.3), first compute g(J..) in (l.12) when 
f (t) is some complex power of cht. 1bis can be done by rewriting (1.5) in 
terms of a 2F 1 of argument th2t and by tennwise integration of the power 
series. Next expand Pn(a,8) (l-2th2t) as a power series in (cht)- 2• 
The right hand side of (2.3) is the special case o:=fp -%, {3=8= -f, J.LEilR 
of the left hand side of (3.3). 
By the orthogonality relations for Jacobi polynomials, the functions 
t1->(cht)-a-J1-a-11- 2pJa,a)(l-2th2t),n =0,1,2, ... 
form, for J.LEiR, a complete orthogonal system in L 2(1R+; A.a,J!(t)dt). For J.LEIR 
they form a complete system biorthogonal to similar functions with J.L replaced 
by -J.L. This, together with (1.13), implies the orthogonality relations for the 
Wilson polynomials occurring at the right hand side of (3.3) (o:±/3+ 1>0). 
Conversely, the Plancherel formula (l.13) for the Fourier-Jacobi transform fol-
lows from (3.3) and the orthogonality relations for Jacobi and Wilson polyno-
mials. 
The limit transition from (3.3) to (1.3) can be done as follows. In (3.3) 
I I 
replace >.. by M7:, make the change of integration variable ti->t8 - 2 in the 
integral at the left hand side and multiply both sides by oa+ 1• Then (3.3) 
becomes 
00 _.l . _.l 
22a+l/J+2 J (ch(8 2 t)t+J!-1'-apn(a.a)(l -2th2(8 2 t )) (3.4) 
0 
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I I I 
·<P(af(8 - 2tX82th(8-2t))2a+ldt = 2Ja+ 2P+2r(a+ lX-1)" 
M2 
I I 
{i·8)2n +a+ 1r(t(8+µ+ I +0 .. 82))fd·(8+µ+ l-O.i2)) 
r(t(a+ {3+8+ µ+2)+n )f{t(a-{3+a +µ+2+n) 
· .,;2n 1 W11 (~8A.2;t(o+µ+ l),t(8-µ+ l),f(a+/3+ l),f(a-/3+ 1)). 
o n. 
By use of (3.1), (1.4) and Stirling's formula, the right hand side of (3.4) con-
verges, as 8~00, to 
_.!>.' 
23a+2P+ 2r(a+IX-lte 2 Lna(A.2). 
By (1.9) and 
Jim pJa,8)(1-W-lx) = Lna(x), 
...... oo 
the integrand in (3.4) converges, as 8~00, to 
_.!.t1 
e 2 Lna(t2)2af(a+lXA.t)-aJa(At)t2a+I. 
(3.5) 
If a;;;. -f then I can give an integrable upper bound for the absolute value of 
the integrand in (3.4) which is independent of 8. Then (1.3) follows by the 
dominated convergence theorem. 
Remark 3.1. Flensted-Jensen [9, Appendix 1] extended (1.13) to the case that 
a>-1, /3ER. If l/31 >a+l then there are additional discrete terms 2:>-eD.., 
d,.,p (A.)lg(A.)1 2 in the right hand side of (1.13), where Da,/3 is a finite subset of 
the positive imaginary axis. Because of (3.3) this must correspond to a mixed 
continuous and discrete orthogonality for the Wilson polynomials if one of 
their parameters is negative. This is indeed a known phenomenon, cf. Wilson 
[16, (3.3)]. 
Remark 3.2. It is tempting to obtain a group theoretic interpretation of Wil-
son polynomials and of (33) which is valid for more general parameter values 
than the one given by Boyer & Ardalan [l], cf. § 2. In view of the interpreta-
tion of Racah polynomials as 6-j symbols (cf. Wilson [16, § 5]) it would be 
natural to look at some noncompact real form of SL(2,C) X SL(2,C) 
X SL (2,C) in order to obtain a similar interpretation for Wilson polynomials. 
However, I did not succeed until now. A different group theoretic interpreta-
tion of Racah polynomials is suggested by Dunkl's [5, Theorem 1.7] observa-
tion that orthogonal polynomials on the triangle have three different canonical 
orthogonal bases mapped onto each other by matrices with Racah polynomials 
as entries. The three canonical bases have group theoretic interpretations as 
0 (p) X 0 ( q) X 0 (r )-invariant spherical harmonics on the unit sphere in 
RP +q+r, decomposed with respect to one of the three subgroups 
O(p +q)XO(r), O(q +r)X(p), O(r +p)XO(q). A noncompact analogue of 
this are the O(p)XO(q)XO(r)-invariant eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on the hyperboloid { (x J' ,z )E RP X Rq X R' I - Ix 12-
IY 12 + I z 12 = l}, decomposed with respect to one of the two subgroups 
O(p +q)XO(r) and O(q,r)XO(p). For fixed eigenvalue I get respectively an 
ordinary and generalized orthogonal basis for the eigenspace. The integral 
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transform mapping the one basis onto the other has a kernel expressed in 
terms of Wilson polynomials. If, in this expansion, one lets z_,,oo on the 
hyperboloid, one gets a formula equivalent to (3.3). 
4. REPRESENTATION OF THE JACOBI FUNCflON DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR AS A 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX 
The most remarkable thing about (3.3) is that its right hand side again 
involves orthogonal polynomials. In particular, the right band side must satisfy 
a three term recurrence relation. In analogy to Broad [2, Appendix], where the 
Whittaker function transform is considered, we can obtain this recurrence from 
a tridiagonalization of the Jacobi function differential operator r;.,p. 
Let Aa,p be given by (I.I 0) and 
(e,,.,J')(t) := (ll..,.B(t))- 1 ! (Aa,l.t) d'J:». t>O. (4.1) 
Then 
(4.2) 
ar.d, if g is related. to f and G to F:=f;.,p f according to (1.12) then G(A.)= 
-(A2+ (a+p+ I)2)g(A). Put 
Pn(t): =(cht)-a-JJ-&-p-2pJa.8>(1-2th2t), (4.3) 
(- lf(a+ l)n(t(a+/J+8-µ+2))n 
nn(A):=---....-------
"J n!ct(a-p+8+µ+2))n (4.4) 
·~ I I 11 [
-n,a+8+ 1,t(a+/J+ I +iX),t(a+/J+l-iX) l 
3 a+ l,2(a+/J+8+11+ 1),2(a+,8+8-p+ I) · 
It follows from the differential equation [6, 10.8 (14)] for Jacobi polynomials 
that 
Eu.ti'n(t) = -2(1'+l)tht p~(t) 
+ ((a+,8+8+µ+2Xa-,8+8+µ)th 2t -2(a+ lXa+,8+8+µ+2) 
-4n(n +a+8+ l)ch-2t)pn(t). 
(4.5) 
By use of the differential recurrence relation [6, 10.8 (15)] and three term 
recurrence relation [6, 10.8 (11)] for Jacobi polynomials it follows from (4.5) 
that r;.,p becomes tridiagonal with respect to the orthogonal basis of functions 
Pn: 
(4.6) 
where 
A = (n +IXn +a+8+IX2n +a+,8+8+µ.+2X2n +a-,8+8+EL+2) 
n (2n +a+8+ 1X2n +a+8+2) 
Cn = (n +a)(n +8X2n +a+,8+8-µX2n +a-,8+8-p.) 
(2n +a+8)(2n +a+8+ 1) ' 
B _ n+a+I A + _n_C. 
n - n +1 n n +a n 
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It follows from (4.6) that 
(;\2+(a+,8+1)2)%(\) = An%+1(;\)+Bnqn(A)+Cn%-1(;\). (4.7) 
Thus we have obtained the recurrence relation in Wilson [15, (4.40)]. 
5. A CONNECTION BE1WEEN LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS, WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS 
AND CONTINUOUS DUAL HAHN POLYNOMIALS 
In (3.3) replace (a,,8) by (a+y,/Hy), make the change of integration vari-
able t1-+t +~ logy in the integral at the left hand side and multiply both sides 
.!. -a+ +8+ by y2( /3 µ.) 2-(47+a+p+a+l'+2)(- lf. We obtain 
00 J Pn(B,a+7)(1-2ch-2(t +flogy)) 
-flogy 
.r21-13+-re2-r1 <f>J."+1./3 hl(t + tk>gy) 
I 
·e - 271 (2y - 2 5il(t + iI(lgy))2"+2-r+1 
l 
·(2y- 2ch(t +ilogy))-a+p-s-l'- 1dt 
= 
2a+p-a-,.- 1rd(8+µ+ 1+01.))r{f(8+µ.+1-i;\.)) 
n !f{1(a-,8+8+µ+2) +n) 
t(-a+,8+8+11) 
y I'(a+y+ 1) 
fd{a+P+8+µ+2)+n +y) 
·y-n Wnd)..2;f(8+µ+ l),t(S--µ+ l),T(a+,8+ l)+y,t(<x-,8+ 1)). 
Now let y~co. Th.;:n, pointwise: 
(5.1) 
pn(B,a+-y)(l -2ch-2(t +1logy))~Ln8(4e-21 ), (5.2) 
Y-n Wn(:\-1-:;1(8+ µ+ 1),f(8-µ+ 1),-i(a+ ,8+ l)+y;f(a-,8+ 1)) 
~ Sn(-~A2;i(8+µ+ 1),i(S-µ.+ l),f(a-,8+ 1)). (5.3) 
Here Sn, in the notation of Labelle (12], is the continuous dual Hahn polyno-
mial: 
2. • _ [-n ,a +ix ,a -ix ] Sn(x ,a,b,c).-(a+b)n(a+c)n 3F2 a+b,a+c Jl. (5.4) 
If c >0 and a ,b >0 or a =b with Rea >0 then the functions x ...... sn (x 2) are 
complete and orthogonal on IR+ with respect to the weight function 
I 
f(a +ix)f(b +ix)f(c +ix) 12 f Wil [l 6 (4 4)] f(2ix ) ' c . son , . . (5.5) 
In order to find the limit of the Jacobi function in (5.1) as y~oo, consider 
tt>la.P>(t ): =(2cht f\-a-P-I (5.6) 
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·2F1(f(<x+.B+ 1+O.),f(a-,8+1 +O.);l-O.;ch-2t), 
a second solution of the differen~ial equation (4.2) such that ~~aJl)(t)= 
e<;}..-a-/l-l')t (1 +o(l)) as t-+oo. Then 
c?J.a,/1) = Co,!J(A)<Pk"Jl)+c,.,p(-">..)<'P~f', (5.7) 
c(;\.) being given by {l.11). It follows from (5.6) respectively (l.11) that 
l.(-0.+a+Jl+l+2y) 
fun ·/ e2Y' cI>ka+y,Jl+y)(t + tlogy) (5.8) 
y-+oo 
= e<i>.-a-Jl-l)t exp(-2e-21 ) 1F 1<f(a-.B+ l-i">..);I-0.;4e-21 ), 
fun i-2y fc;>.-o.+jl-I)C - 2"+/l+H>.f(i;\.) 
Y-+OO 'Y a+y,Jl+y(;\.) - f(f(iA +a-,8+ 1)) · (5.9) 
Hence, by (5.7) and [6, 6.7 (8)]: 
fun 2-2yyll~Ye2Y' ct>J.a+y,Jl+y)(t +flogy) 
y-+oo 
= 2a+Jl+l-i}..e(i>.-a-jl-l)t exp(-2e-2t) (5.10) 
·ir<f(<x-p+ 1-i">..); l -i;\.;4e-21 ) 
where ..Y is Tricomi's confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind 
and 6llf is the Whittaker function of the second kind (cf. (6, 6.5 (2), 6.9 (2)]). 
The Whittaker function transform and its inverse are given by 
00 _l. 
g(A) = J f(xX2x) 2 6llf,.,;>.(2x)x- 1dx, 
0 
-1 00 -t I f{2iA) 12 f(x) = (2'1T) ! g(h)(2x) 6llf..,;>.(2x) f(t +i;\.-K) dA, (5.11) 
where ico;;;;;f and f is in a suitable: function dass. The inversion formula fol-
lows by spectral theory of ordinary differential operators, cf. Titchmarsh [14, § 
4.16], Dunford & Schwartz (4, Exercise XIIl.9.1.6] and, in particular, Faraut [8, 
§ IV]. For ic=O we get (cf. [6, 6.9 (14)]) 
I I 
(2x)-26lli0,o.(2x) = 'IT2 K;]..(X), (5.12) 
where K denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind, and (5.11) 
then reduces to the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform pair. 
We can now take formal limits in (5.1) as y-+oo and obtain 
(5.13) 
·e-<H,.)t exp(-2e -2t)dt 
2a+jl-a-,.- 1r<f(B+11+ 1+i">..))f(t(B+11+1-i">..)) 
= 
n !f(f(a-.B+B+2)+n) 
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For a;;;;i.-f, I.BI EO;max {f,a}, ;\>0 I can show that the integrand in (5.1) is in 
absolute value bounded by 
const. e-(2n+HRe,.+l)texp(-2e-21 ), t eR, 
uniformly in y, which justifies (5.13) by the dominated convergence theorem. 
(Recall that 8 +Reµ> - 1.) 
We can rewrite (5.13) as 
I I j (2x );:<B+,.+ I) e-x 4<2x )(2x )-261i)~;l.(2x)x-1dx 
0 
= 
f(t(8+11+ l)+i>.)f(t(B+µ+ 1)-i;\) 
n!f(-"+t(8+µ)+n +l) 
·Sn(;\2;fo5+µ.+ l),f(8-µ+ l),t-1e),1e~t, 8+ Reµ>-1, ;\elR. 
(5.14) 
l.(11+,.+I) 
The functions x~2x) 2 e-x Z,:(2x) (n =0,1,2, ... ) form a complete 
orthogonal system in L 2 (R+;x- 1dx) and are mt:.pped by the Whittaker func-
tion transform onto a similar comlete (bi) orthogonal system in 
I f(2i>.) 12 L2(R+; fct+iA-1e) d;\). 
Remark S.l. Formula (5.14) can also be proved independently of (3.3) and it 
can be continued for ic>t. For ic>t discrete terms have to be added in the 
inversion formula in (5.12), cf. Furaut [8, § IV]. Also the polynomials Sn at 
the right hand side of (5.14) get mixed continuous and discrete orthogonality 
relations if 1e>t. 
Remark S.2. In Broad [2, Appendix] (see also Diestler [3, § 4)) a special case 
of (5.14) is discussed with p.=O a:n.J ic-iBeN. Then, for n =O,l, ... ,1e-t8- l, 
the right hand side of (5.14) vanishes if >.eR, but is nonzero at certain ima-
ginary ;\ of discrete mass. 
Remark 5.3. Formulas (3.3) and (5.14) are not only related to each other by a 
limit transition, but, for special values of the parameters, also by a Hankel 
transform connecting Jacobi with Laguerre polynomials and a quadratic 
transformation connecting Wilson with continuous dual Hahn polynomials, cf. 
the factorization of Jacobi transform as a composition of Hankel and 
Kontorovich-Lebedev transform given in Roehner & Valent [13). 
Remark S.4. Labelle's tableau [12) suggests the existence of more limit cases of 
(3.3). Group theoretic interpretations of such limit cases, in particular of (5.14) 
should also be found. 
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